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- NOVELTIES - 

- NEWS - 
 
In this new newsletter, a large number of new tools designed at the request of craftsmen to facilitate you the work, 
with a certain ergonomics. 
Tools to have more place on the workbench and this last good property. 
Thanks to its equipments, both in machines and in design (FAO, CAD, PLM) Eprose diversifies by realizing specific 
equipments for the craft leather but also for the medical and other business sectors and always realized in his  
workshop THIERNOIS... 

Right compass 

Box for needles 
 

RANGE of tweezers 

Box for needles in wood with magnet inte-
grated to easily pick up the needles and 
cork to put the needles on during the work in 
progress. 
This box is magnetized to all metallic sup-
port (sewing machine, workbench…). 
It screws and unscrews easily, doesn’t take 
place on the workbench. 
The needles are cleaned without any risk of 
damage. 
If the needle fall from the box, the magnet 
allows to keep it in the box and to avoid a 
loss during the opening. 

This compass with dry tip allows to draw a line parallel 
to the edge of a piece of leather.  
You can also realize circles and other patterns. 
The screw allows to increase or reduce the space  
between both tips. 
Length of 110 mm and the longest distance is 95 mm. 

Tweezers in inox to 
seize everything  
precisely. 
Available in different 
sizes and shapes. 
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Find us :    
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Handle for hollow  
punches GM 

 

BLOCK 
Cut / Strike 

 

. 

Removable black  
anodized aluminium 

handle GM 

Box of storage unit in wood by even or 
odd diameter 

Bock reversible : CUT—STRIKE 

 One cardboard side, to use with cutting tools (hollow punches, round knife,  skiving knife …) 

 The other granit side is to adorn the leather, bang the sewings… 
 

The block must be used on a stable surface for best results. 
Two tools in one and a saving of place on the workbench. 

 
Interchangeable and recyclable cardboard, ( sell by 10) 

Extension of range of hollow round punches delivered in box or to the request 
Ø 11 to 30 mm 
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